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There is no doubt that in the general area of Woodlands
Drive, Cove Road and Clevelands Avenue, Silverdale (Area
centred SD 463 757) lay the site of a late medieval pottery
kiln or kilns. The area was des~~nated Potter Hill at least
as early as 1846, the date of the Tithe Commutation Award for
Silverdale, and the name still appears on the 0.S.1:2500 plan.

The eariiest discovery of material seems to have been made
in about 1912, when some houses were built in the vicinity. It
is said that someone from Manchester University at that time
took away sherds. It is possible that this was Dr. Wilfred
Jackson, who was then working at Dog Holes Cave, Warton Crag
(Trans. Lancs. & Ches. Ant. Soc., 30 (1913) 99-130). More recent
notice derives from house-building and gardening in the area,
and sherds and kiln material have been seen and/or collected
by a number of people. It seems likely that at least the area
of the following houses and gardens is involved (see fig. 1):
Cove Road - Nos. 4-18 (even); Woodlands Drive - Nos. 2-8 (even)
and The Prospect; Clevelands Avenue - Nos. 1,3,7; 2-12 (even).
It is unlikely that an opportunity for excavation will occur
unless discoveries are made outside the area of houses and

gardens.

The finds consist of considerable quantities of sherds,
many of which are classic 'wasters', and burnt clay kiln structure;
The ware is of two kinds, both of which are smooth and entirely
stone- and grit-free. The first of these varies in colour from
pale lead grey to dark grey, and is hard, increasingly so as the
colour darkens. A few piecea are almost vitrified. The second
is pale orange and softer. It seems probably that these are the
same material reacting to different conditions of firing, includ
ing, probably, refiring. The kiln material consists of amorphous
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Fig. 16 Silverdale Kiln
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Fig. 18 Pottery from the Silverdale Kiln
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lumps of nalH o:r'anf~e clay wi t. h the (')vi d nnce 0 r much j nc I unen
f"raHG or straw.

Many of the sherds are ~lazed in colours whi~h vary from
chestnut to sage-green, but always with a tendency to brownish.

One or two sherds are almost b~ac~. There are so many instances
of sherds which have been completely covered with glaze on all
surfaces, including fractures, that it seems likely that some
of them may have been casually incorporated into kilns and re
fired.

The forms of vessel represented seem to be wholly jugs
and bowls. Handles are all strap~handles, varyin~ in width
from 25mm. to 55 mm. Some bowls have an applied 'pie-crust'
frill below the rim. Fig. 2 illustrates four sherds.

No serious attempt has yet been made to ascertain the dis
tribution of the ware from the Silverdale kilns, but finds in
Lancaster Museum from Arkholme, Lancaster and Quernmore (see
fig.3) are visually similar, and may give some indication.

It is difficult, in view of the lack of comparative mater
ial from the North West, to give an estimate of the date, but
this is unlikely to lie very far either side of 1600 •

The writer's thanks are due to the following: Mrs. Prince,
Mawdesley; Messrs. H. Mashitter andW. Moss, Silverdale; Mr •
P.V. Webster, Cardiff; Dr. D.C.A. Shatter and Mr. A. White,
Lancaster.

XII. THE WILLOW MILL, CATON by J.W.A. PRICE and I. TRIPPIER

"Another former Cotton Mill, Willow Mill was fed by the
same stream as Low Mill". D. Ashmore. Industrial Archaeology
of Lancashire1• Hecent work has allowed us to say a good deal
more about this Mill than Ashmore could in 1969.

Willow Mill in fact is one of a series of water-powered
Mills at Cat on which drew their power from the Artle Beck, a
tributary of the River Lune. After providin~ power for Cross
gill Mill and the Gresgarth Corn Mill a Millrace2 taking water
from the Beck powered in turn Forge Mill, Rumble Row, Willow
Mill and Low Hill before dischar~ing into the Lune. During
their two centuries of working, these mills manufactured a
variety of textiles - silk, flax, cotton - and in the case of
Forge and \~illow Mills, bobbins. For most of this time Caton

1. David and Charles 1969.
2. Mr. T. Hartley has suggested that the watercourse was con

structed to serve the Low Mill, opened as a Cotton Mill in
1784, but formerly a Corn Mill. (The Forge Mill at the top
end dates from around 1752.
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